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DECISION MAKERS' ABSTRACT

B-CORE SLAB FEATURES
1. B-CORE Slab is as efficient as honeycomb panels used for the outer shell of spacecraft: ULTRA LIGHT
AND ULTRA STRONG

· The B-CORE slab is composed of two stainless steel plates held together with an array of extremely thin core tubes through a 1,100 ºC copper
brazing process. The mechanical performance of the B-CORE slab is equivalent to that of the honeycomb panel used for spacecraft.
· The space in between the core tubes allows for a hot air copper brazing process that maintains heating uniformly. This permits the brazing of
huge-sized panels and a mirror-like surface of the material - flat and smooth. Traditional spacecraft honeycomb panels are air-tight, the brazing
can only be achieved by thermal radiation, which is a slow process that does not result in material uniformity. The cost of production is extremely
high, so it can only be used in spacecraft but not even in aircraft.
· The B-CORE slab dimensions are 10 times larger and the factory fabrication cost dozens of times lower than that of the honeycomb panels. With
this in mind, it is not hard to imagine that the B-CORE slab is set to trigger a global and unprecedented lightweight structural material revolution.

Core patent: B-CORE Slab Structure

2. The founder, Zhang Yue, is an Edison-like inventor and has been recognized by the UN as
"the CHAMPIONS OF THE EARTH"

· Although often referred to as the "modern Da Vinci" or "China's Steve Jobs", Zhang Yue self-identifies more with the inventor Thomas
Edison. Both have devoted their work to the creation of new and innovative solutions that respond to the most pressing needs of humanity.
· Zhang Yue patented 466 inventions, covering the whole architecture sector and part of the transportation sector: ranging from equipment
to system, from structures to materials, from sensors to AI, from fabrication to installation, etc.
· For 30 years, Zhang Yue has devoted 90% of his time to research and development, which would seem to divert him from his duties as
chairman and president, but he believes that substantial investment is the only way for absolute innovation.

3. BROAD Group is a rare example of a company in China that ONLY WORKS ON
ORIGINAL INNOVATIONS

Core technology: 1,100 ºC hot air copper brazing oven. During the
past 3 years, BROAD has invested 1000+ R&D employees and underwent
100+ trials for the successful invention of the B-CORE slab.

· BROAD, established in 1988, has never copied or borrowed other companies' technologies. It has created and launched six product ranges, and
sold hundreds of different products in over 80 countries, for instance: the pressure-free hot water boiler in 1989, the non-electric air conditioning
in 1992, the global internet monitoring system in 1996, the waste heat air conditioning in 1999, the zero resistance packaged distribution system
in 2004, the clean fresh air machine in 2008, the phone-sized PM2.5 (particulate matters at 2.5 microns) detecting air monitor in 2009, the factorymade steel structure building in 2009, the factory-made high rise buildings in 2014, and B-CORE slab and hot air copper brazing technology in 2017.
· All of BROAD's technologies are conceived and driven by a common theme of energy conservation, material conservation, clean purification,
durability and AI. All of the products have obtained a level that no other enterprise can even hope to attain. From 1996 on, BROAD's non-electric
air conditioning has taken the first place on the global market. The video of 3 floors/day building has amazed the whole world and the video of
constructing a 57-floor building in 19 days has been viewed over 500 million times.
· BROAD has made huge investments on innovation without ever disrupting its financial stability. Since 1995 and the following 20 years, it has had a
loan-free operation, and in 2002 the Chinese government announced that BROAD was the No.1 tax payer among all Chinese private companies.

4. B-CORE Slab is expected to completely replace building structures, vehicles, ships and planes' outer
shells and to become THE BIGGEST INDUSTRY IN THE WORLD

Historical success: BROAD factory-made steel building was honored
by the Council on Tall Buildings & Urban Habitat with the Innovation
Award 2013, and was the first winner in China's construction industry.

· The stainless steel B-CORE building can be passed down in humanity as a generational legacy, and also eliminates fear of earthquakes
· The stainless steel (or carbon steel) B-CORE bridge is ultra light, allowing the construction of a multi-level bridge with a long span at a
low cost, enabling elevated roads to completely replace ground roads.
· B-CORE buildings and bridges are prefabricated to reduce labor work and cost, the construction time is at least 10 times faster than
that of traditional construction.
· The outer shell of B-CORE vehicles, planes, and ships weigh 30~70% lighter than that made of traditional materials. It improves energy
efficiency greatly and extends lifespan.
· The B-CORE slab is made by AI manufacturing, the yearly yield per capita is over 8,000 m2. The work efficiency is extremely high, the
production lines can be reproduced easily and can be fastly expanded globally.
· BROAD B-CORE Slab is going to transform the world's construction and transportation industries from the foundation
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2 THE PAST AND THE FUTURE

2009-2015, SETTING THE HIGHEST STANDARDS OF CONSTRUCTION IN THE WORLD
BROAD Sustainable Building Co., Ltd

· BROAD Sustainable Building Co., Ltd is a wholly owned subsidiary of
BROAD Group, with invested capital of approximately RMB 8 billion.
· Established in 2009, factory is located in Xiangyin, Hunan.
· Occupies an area of 1.3 km2, workshop areas 230,000 m2, employees 1,100.

Factory-made steel structure building

Dormitory (prototype) built in 1 day
· BROAD Town (Hunan)

Company HQ built in 4 days
· Shandong

Urban complex built in 19 days
· Hunan

BROAD Pavilion at World Expo 2010 built in
1 day · Shanghai

Residential apartment built in 3 days
· Hubei

Hotel built in 8 days· Hunan

COP16 Pavilion built in 1 day
(the President cut the ribbon)· Mexico

Office building built in 9 days· Ningxia

Multi-function building built in 13 days
· Shanxi

Business Innovation Center built in 3 days
· Fujian

Hotel built in 7 days (the 58th building)
· Shanxi

· In 2009, plagued by the Wenchuan earthquake and climate change
deterioration, BROAD was determined to develop the factory-made
super energy-efficient steel structure buildings.
· From the very beginning, BROAD has formulated 6 standards of
sustainable building development : magnitude 9 earthquake resistance, 5 times more energy efficiency,
10 times longer lifespan, 100 times cleaner air, 100% steel structure, only 1% construction waste.
· 58 buildings of various types were successively built, all have met the above-mentioned 6 standards of
sustainable buildings, and have widely received praise and recognition.

BSB was listed "the World's Top 25 Eco-Innovators" by the FORTUNE, "the 40
Most Exciting Innovations of the Year" by BUSINESS WEEK, "Innovation Award
2013" by CTBUH, and a case study named "BROAD Group: Sustainability in Action"
was released by the University of Cambridge. In addition, "BROAD Sustainable
Building-Bringing manufacturing principles to the construction of high-rise
buildings" became an annual report at the World Economic Forum Davos 2016.

· Due to the high percentage of factory prefabrication, all 58 buildings were built at a rate of almost 3 floors/day,
making BSB construction 9 times faster than the second fastest in the world. The videos of BSB construction
rocked the whole world, and BSB was crowned by BBC, CNN and other media platforms as "China Speed".
· Within 7 years, BSB developed 5 generations of technologies. The 1st and 2nd generations are of a diagonal
bracing style suitable for buildings at 100 meters and below. The 3rd generation is for super high rise building
structure of which BSB's 202 floor building (highest in the world) was assessed and approved by China's Super
High Rise Building Committee. The 4th and 5th generations are designed and fabricated by streamlining
production and transported at a cost effective price.

The Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat
(CTBUH) Jury's comment on BROAD:

"Tall building designers have used prefabrication
techniques on discrete elements for years, but
never before has an entire prefabricated building
system been developed to this degree. It is
both a structural and mechanical engineering
response to the demands of a rapidly urbanizing
world. Integrating a bolted assembly technique
with triple glazing, automatic blinds and air
filtration systems.The BSB Method is a clear and
innovative way of fundamentally rethinking tall
building construction and has a great potential
for the future."

· In order to accomplish its ultimate mission, BROAD decided to discontinue its business of steel structure
buildings and launched the B-CORE slab development in October 2015.

2016-2018, INVENTION OF THE ULTIMATE STRUCTURAL MATERIAL: B-CORE SLAB
The making of B-CORE slabs –
Inspired by the outer shell of spacecraft

December 27, 1996, was a chilly day. In the "aircraft city" of Wichita (USA), the founder
of BROAD Group was closely inspecting Learjet's assembly lines. As the first Chinese
person to purchase a private jet, Zhang Yue had the honor of being accompanied by
the company's president and factory director for a visit.
During his meticulous inspection, Zhang Yue noticed that the outer shell of the aircraft
was only made of glued aluminum alloy honeycomb panels. That worried him, since
he knew that the glue would eventually loosen up with age and wear.
Right at that moment, a piece of white and shiny material by the side of the assembly
line caught Zhang Yue's attention: "What is that?"
The factory director explained that it was the material used for the outer shell of a
NASA spacecraft and added, "If you're interested, you can try lifting it."
Zhang Yue, taking note of the object's size (1.5 meters by 1.5 meters, and 10
centimeters thick), assumed that it would be very heavy, so he lifted it with two
hands. Almost straining his back, he exclaimed, "Wow, it's so light!"

The factory director told him that it was stainless steel plates brazed in the form of
honeycomb panels. He added that for its mechanical performance, it was the best
material in the world. Zhang Yue asked "Why don't we use this material for the outer
shell of aircraft?"
The factory director, with an apologetic voice responded, "It's too expensive, too
expensive!"

"How expensive, exactly?" Zhang Yue promptly asked. It was only at dinner that Zhang
Yue got the answer. The Learjet's sales director quietly told him: "Thirty-thousand US
dollars per square meter. It definitely cannot be used to make aircraft, so you should
stop thinking about it."
Zhang Yue kept on thinking about it, however, for nineteen years. On October 10,
2015, which was close to his 55th birthday, Zhang Yue decided that he would do
nothing other than reflect on the most critical issues humanity was currently facing.
At 4 am that day he wrote a plan. His plan was to spend all of his time and energy
developing a more cost-effective honeycomb panel like those used for spacecraft. He
believed that if he dedicated his energy towards this single goal, he was bound to find
a low-priced manufacturing method.
What happened during the following three years could be the subject of several
books. By looking at the numbers, one can imagine the many ordeals BSB had to go
through. BSB employed over 1000 employees, spent three full years continuously
spending money without making even a cent of profit, and underwent more than 100
failures and losses, one of which cost over RMB ten million yuan in a mere second.
In October 2018, BROAD successfully developed "B-CORE slab" and a "hot air copper
brazing oven" to manufacture B-CORE slabs.

The B-CORE slab and the honeycomb panel of the outer shell of spacecraft are equally
light. What sets B-CORE slab apart is that instead of costing 30,000 US dollars per
square meter, it actually costs less than RMB 2,000 yuan per square meter. Indeed,
this is true of all revolutionary science and technology. For example, the price of a
microchip has been reduced nearly 100-fold within two decades.
Zhang Yue continues to think that if buildings, bridges, vehicles and aircraft made of
B-CORE slabs are found in every corner of the world one day, he would have to thank
the Learjet Corporation for its inspiration.

Technical difficulty: 1,100 ºC hot air copper brazing, an unprecedented technology

· Research and development for this material was initiated
on Oct 10, 2015. BROAD spent 3 years, employed over 1,000
employees and drew from its vast 30 years of experiences in
mechanics, vacuum technology, thermal engineering, fluid
mechanics, materials, sensors and monitoring devices to
create the ultimate structural material.
· BROAD successfully developed the hot air copper brazing
technology on April 30, 2017 and later developed the
equipment for hot air copper brazing and intelligent
monitoring in October 2018.

· From beginning to end, BROAD has tested 5 different
models of technology, developed 10 types of brazing
ovens, researched and invented over 100 heat
resistant materials and overcame more than 100
failures and losses.
· At each failure, while the employees would be
discouraged, Zhang Yue would feel optimistic, for him,
another wrong path had been eliminated. Having a
positive outlook on failures has been BROAD's secret
to success for over 30 years.

Intelligent manufacturing system for B-CORE slab is basically formed,
with small batch production capacity

Maybe in a century's
time, when people
look back into the most
important inventions
of the 21st century, they
will first think of the
B-CORE slab and the
hot air copper brazing
technology.

The hot air copper brazing
oven: 36 m3 of B-CORE slab/
oven, yearly yield:
400 thousand to 2 million m2 ;
only one technician is needed
for each shift.
Note: Due to confidentiality,
it is not authorized to take
pictures of the oven.

Pre-brazing sheet metal
processing line:
800 thousand m2/line;
intelligent manufacturing;
three technicians for each
shift.

Transportation: B-CORE slab is transported by 40 feet containers,
500 m2/40HQ, low cost for global transportation.

Sheet metal process:
Core tube
fabrication,
copper foil
fabrication,
panel leveling
Core tube
assembly
Slab stack up
Brazing

On June 5, 2018, the first B-CORE building in the world was built in
just 1 day.

2019-2038, LAUNCHING THE WORLD'S B-CORE SLAB REVOLUTION
For the past 150 years, technology has evolved
at an astonishing pace, however structural
material has not advanced accordingly

1867

The French invented reinforced
concrete for building construction.
Today this method is still used
globally for building construction.

1883

New York's Brooklyn Bridge was
built with angle steel, steel channel,
I steel and thick steel plates.
Today this method is still used
globally for bridge construction.

1908

Ford manufactured the T type
vehicle using pressurized steel for
its outer shell.
Today this method is still used
globally for car manufacturing.

1912

The United Kingdom built the
Titanic using thick steel plates
for its outer shell.
Today this method is still used
globally for ship construction.

1958

The Boeing 707 was created, its
shell and wing were made by
using a combination of a metal
keel structure and aluminum alloy
honeycomb panels.
Today, this method is still used
globally for aircraft production.

In the coming 20 years, BROAD will launch
global B-CORE slab revolutions together
with leaders in various industries

2023

Annual
productivity
Market
share

2028

Annual
productivity
Market
share

2038

Annual
productivity
Market
share

Revolution of B-Core Building－
Providing humans with truly
superb housing

20 million m2
/

200 million m2 20 billion m2
5%
50%

Revolution of B-Core Bridge －
Preventing expressways from
cutting apart the nature

200 km
/

2,000 km
5%

20,000 km
50%

Revolution of B-Core Vehicle －
Making vehicles as light
as airplanes and less
transportation pollution

10,000 vehicles
/

500,000 vehicles
1%

10 million vehicles
20%

Revolution of B-Core Sea
Transportation －
Build unsinkable ships,
permits large ships to
navigate in inland waterway

200,000 DWT
/

5 million DWT
7%

50 million DWT
70%

Revolution of B-Core Aviation －
Making planes lighter and
stronger to guarantee
reduced carbon emissions
and a safer flight

(large aircraft)

Test flight

10 aircraft
1%

300 aircraft
30%

/
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3 B-CORE SLAB TECHNOLOGY

THE B-CORE SLAB STRUCTURE
Core Tubes

Diameter 16~140 mm
Thickness 0.09~1.5 mm

Copper Foil

(brazing material)
Thickness 0.1~0.15 mm

12 m
側

Cut-out of Thin-Walled Core Tube

The origin of the B-CORE slab can be traced back to the law of the universe:
structures in mechanics must be circular for ultimate resilience

2
m
側
Superior brazing performance, huge dimension allowance:
a simple but important innovation

· The B-CORE slab is an integral and solid structure composed of two top and bottom steel plates brazed
together with an array of thin core tubes by a procedure of copper brazing.

· The ends of B-CORE tubes are flanged, making the brazing surface 10 times larger to fuse B-CORE slabs
and plates solidly, so that even if a tube snaps, the brazed parts do not separate.

· The B-CORE slab structure seems to be overly simple, but it has fulfilled humanity's wish for material
optimization (making the best use of everything). Indeed BSB has successfully managed to use the
least amount of material to achieve the maximum strength. This reflects the formula of Albert Einstein,
E=mc2 's founder, science is simple.

· Declared on October 31, 2016 as a PCT international patent, the B-CORE slab, seemingly the simplest of
innovations, has nonetheless the potential to be a milestone in the course of the world's inventions.

· The circle is the ultimate shape in mechanics. As such, core tubes, of circular shape, can be extremely
thin and light.

· Most importantly, the space between the B-CORE tubes allows for the hot air to melt the copper during
the brazing process.
· "Technical Specification for Green-design Product: Stainless Steel B-CORE Slab" has been viewed and
passed on November 17, 2020

STRUCTURAL STRENGTH COMPARISON
When placed 12 metres on stilts, the B-CORE slab barely bends under
the weight of 20 adults (real shot of B-CORE slab A1.5)

Comparisons with steel plates

A
Weight:

Structural strength (Rigidity):

15A
1
1

50A
1.16
630

1.29
7,350

CORE TECHNOLOGY: COPPER BRAZING

B-CORE slab brazing technology:
two steel plates are fused to each other by an array of extremely
thin core tubes with copper foil at a 1,100 ºC brazing process.
Comparisons of Different Brazings
Compared Item:

Brazing Method

Brazing Piece Dimensions

Oven Capacity

B-CORE Slab:

1,100 ºC Hot Air

Lenght 12 m, Width 2 m

≥ 240 m2

Conventional
honeycomb panel:

1,100 ºC Heat
Radiation

Length/Width＜1.5 m

＜2 m2

· The B-CORE slab copper brazing's uniqueness is its hot air treatment, rather than thermal radiation used
in conventional brazing.
· The core tubes are disposed in a way that leaves gaps in between them. The blower blows hot air into the
oven at an extremly high speed to heat the B-CORE slabs evenly.
· As they are heated evenly, the brazed B-CORE slabs are manufactured as huge mirror like plates – flat and
smooth, preventing stress deformation from ever occurring.

Brazing Time
(estimated)

＞12 hours
≤ 4 hours

Brazing Cost
(estimated)

＞100 RMB/kg
＜5 RMB/kg

Note: Brazing refers to a brazing process in which the melting point of the brazing material is lower than that of base material. For example, for the B-CORE slab,
the melting point of its brazing material (copper) is 1,083 ºC whereas the melting point of base material (steel) is 1,454~1,600 ºC.

Traditional honeycomb Slab

B-CORE Slab

WHY IS B-CORE SLAB THE "ULTIMATE STRUCTURAL MATERIAL"?
Type

Traditional Materials

Building Reinforced
Concrete
Structure

Bridge

Reinforced
concrete
bridge
Full-steel
bridge

Lightweight
casing
for Plane
and
Vehicle
Ship

1. Reinforced concrete is poor in seismic resistance. 69,000 people
died in Wenchuan earthquake, 2008.
2. Reinforced concrete will rust, with building lifespan ≤60years.
These buildings, which were supposed to be a legacy for the
future, turned out to be rubbish, while cities became ruins.

1. Heavy weight, high construction cost, long construction time,
and poor seismic resistance.
2. Rebar will rust and is hard to prevent rust. Maintenance becomes
a problem late in its lifespan. In 2018, the collapse of a 51-year
bridge in Italy took the lives of over 50 people.
1. The bridge is made of section steel and thick steel plate with high
steel consumption and long construction time.
2. Reinforced concrete bridge deck, heavy weight.

B-CORE Slab

1. B-CORE Slabs are ultra-light, with elongation rate 20~40%. The buildings will
Stainless
never collapse in any earthquake.
Steel
B-CORE Slab 2. The lifespan of stainless steel is 1000 years, which is 20 times longer than
carbon steel.
Structure
B-CORE
Bridge Deck

1. Stainless steel B-CORE bridge has a similar cost as traditional bridge.
2. Prefabrication reduces the construction time (above 10 times) and has little
disturbance to the surroundings.
3. Metal has high tenacity and the metal buildings will only deform, not collapse
in earthquake or land subsidence.
4. The weight is extremely light without concrete, making it convenient to build
multi-level bridges with large spans, which allows 72m-interval piers between
double layers. It's beneficial to replace the ground roads with elevated roads to
protect the land and environment.

Stainless steel 1. Good mechanical property, but the cost of thermal radiation
copper brazing is extremely high.
Honeycomb
2. Small size, high splicing cost.
Panel

1. Similar mechanical property as the stainless steel honeycomb panel, but
Stainless
brazing costs are ore than 20 times lower.
Steel B-CORE
2. Large size, low splicing cost.
Slab

Single carbon 1. The ship will sink if the ship hull is heavily damaged or capsizes.
steel plate for 2. Composed of heavy steel plates and thick reinforcement steel,
the ship hull is of heavy weight, high energy consumption and
ship hull
deep draft during transportation (a 100,000 DWT ship has a
draft of over 12 meters, making it impossible to navigate inland
waterways).

B-CORE Slab 1. The density of the B-CORE slab is less than half of that of water, which is 15
for ship hull
times lighter than steel. The ship won't sink even in case of capsizing.
2. The superior mechanical property of the B-CORE slab allows the steel
consumption to be extremely low.
3. Due to its light weight, the ship has a shallow draft, which can expand the
navigation scope and greatly reduce energy consumption.

Aluminum
honeycomb
panel

1. Elongation rate of high-strength aluminium alloy is ≤5%, not
resistant to impact, not resistant to fatigue.
2. Only adhesive glue can be used which is not sturdy, not durable
and easy to get damp

1. The B-CORE slab can be directly used as the structure without keel frame,
Stainless
realizing the ultimate goal of being lightweight.
Steel B-CORE
2. Elongation rate ≥40%, on high impact it can deform but will not break.
Slab
3. Seams are electrically brazed, making it as strong and durable as the base
material.

SPECIFICATIONS OF B-CORE SLAB
Unit: mm

Key Application

Code

Core Tube

Tube QNTY/m2

Plate Thickness

Slab Thickness

Weight kg/m2

Floor slab

A

Φ51×0.3

100

1.5

150

31

Large car casing, plane shell

B

Φ32×0.22

170

0.5~1.5

40~150

10.3~26

Car casing, plane shell

D

Φ16×0.13

960

0.15~0.4

10~80

3.71~12

Bridge, vacuum tunnel and Ton-class ship

H

Φ89×1.6

27

6, 8

150~400

110~160

Standard size of B-CORE slab

)4MBC

"4MBC

#4MBC

2,000

12,000

ď

10~400

ď

ď

%4MBC

ď
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4 B-CORE APPLICATIONS

B-CORE BUILDING － HOLON BUILDING
Providing All Humanity With Truly Superb Housing
Holon Building is BROAD's stainless steel factory-made
building.
Floor slabs are made of BROAD's uniquely developed
ultra-light & ultra-strong "stainless steel B-core slab".
Its columns and beams are made of section stainless
steel, concrete is not used at all.
The life design of the building structure spans 1000 years.
It can eliminate the threat of earthquakes.

Holon Building adopts a production model similar to
streamlined production like producing automobiles,
transported like a 40 ft container, on site installation is
quick bolt connection,
Holon Building is the world's first "5-Controllable
Building": quality controllable, construction time
controllable, cost controllable, CO2 controllable and
global trade controllable.

BROAD Group initiated R & D of Holon building in 2009,
with over 1,000 staff and RMB 8 billion input for 13 years,
After 6 generations of technological upgrading and over
100 versions updating,
Holon Building which was developed successfully
after countless tests and retests has rewritten the
architectural history.

Holon VS Traditional
No. Items

Traditional

2

Structure

Reinforced concrete

3

Space

Fixed

Air quality

Outdoor noise

Poor thermal insulated exterior wall, A/C high energy
consumption, very noisy

Worse than outdoor

Normal ventilation by windows,When A/C is on, windows
are usually closed,indoor air quality is poor

Transfer into building

Poor sound isolation of windows, Ventilation by windows
can't isolate the indoor noise from outside

Standard Building Model

balcony window 2574X125X2400
4-paned hollow ultra-clear glass
exterior shade and interior shade

small window 776x500
3-paned hollow ultra-clear
glass window
openable

building external fire escape ladder
(under the premise of meeting the
fire code, the additional building
external fire escape ladder is more
effective than any other measures )

balcony2.99m2
(protruding building)

small balcony
(optional)
1110x1000

2 bay windows 1477x1785
4-paned hollow ultra-clear glass
exterior shade and interior shade
operable windows are available.
bay window1.89m2 ,
(protruding building)
(Floor area is not calculated)

balcony2.99m2
(protruding building)

small balcony
(optional)
1110x1000

bay window1.89m2 ,
(protruding building)
(Floor area is not calculated)

exterior wall 220 (thickness)
rock wool heat insulation
exterior panel δ0.7
galvalume steel plate
white fluorocarbon paint

)PUFM"

8

building external fire escape ladder
(under the premise of meeting the
fire code, the additional building
external fire escape ladder is more
effective than any other measures )

balcony window 2574X125X2400
4-paned hollow ultra-clear glass
exterior shade and interior shade

floor area 25.82m2 2
carpet area 19.06m
balcony area 2.99m2

floor area 21.56m2
carpet area 17.17m2
bay window area 1.89m2

.BQU"

Medium apt
example

floor area 141.68m2
carpet area 109.83m2
balcony area 5.98m2
bay window area 3.78m2

Hotel
example

French window
860x2185
3-paned hollow
ultra-clear glass

tea/water service table
reverse osmosis water

)PUFM$

cold / hot water

floor area 20.73m2
carpet area 16.51m2

folding
door

pressurized
air shaft

AC outdoor unit

1284

Laminated glass

1720

wine
cabinet

ceiling

Oily
smoke well

'

5

8

)PUFM(

2890

75

75
386 13
75

2415

13 386

Laminated glass

495 75

950

laundry room

121

2574

530

280
380
700

2001

530

Small apt
example

2838
75
4255

floor area 25.82m2
carpet area 19.06m2
balcony area 2.99m2

3480

75
3011

800
8

225 room size
window and wall size
2281
module size
overall size

750

380

1135

190
4689
4655
13 740 10 776 10740 13
13
2574
4876
121
4876

405

225

13

680

2830
1259
400
335

750

445

floor area 23.45m2
carpet area 17.17m2
balcony area 2.99m2

4DPOEP"

floor area 71.84m2
carpet area 55.71m2
balcony area 2.99m2
bay window area 1.89m2

1135

75

750

4BQU"

700

4DPOEP#

360

S condo
examples

495

1328

2275
2430
2438
21942

pressurized
air shaft

1510

13

cold / hot water

480

folding
door

910

949

floor area 22.62m2
carpet area 16.51m2
balcony area 2.99m2

5

75
4876

tea/water service table
reverse osmosis water

750

1060

75
222

2837
3392

4DPOEP$

'

4876

car clear 1600*1500

920

1328
1510

12m balcony
(optional)
12000x2000

unmarked dimension is the repeated one

1200

shared
front
room

3
96

'

Building module is 100% prefabricated in the
factory before delivery. For clarity, this
drawing does not showcase the wall, door &
window, fire-protection, MEP and finishes

Note: construction,
finishes and MEP all
done, turnkey project

Note: Dimension unit: mm

floor area 69.82m2
carpet area 54.10m2
balcony area 2.99m2
bay window area 1.89m2

75 2835
2102
3690
75
2574 13 206 13 2574
7 860 7 1069 13
11990

910
3740

5

Note: Each building module is
shipped as a standard 40ft container
(actually no container is needed)

during installation

4BQU#

1875

1654

530

4BQU&

floor area 68.97m2
carpet area 60.25m2
balcony area 2.99m2
bay window area 1.89m2

passenger elevator
8

during transportation

folded during
transportation

after installation

1726

power well

car clear 1600*1500

transport
lifting hole
(disassembled
before onsite
installation)

75

emergency elevator
2471

4DPOEP)

floor area 28.27m2
carpet area 21.01m2
balcony area 2.99m2

8

6m balcony
(optional)
6000x1000

large column
C360x360

Small apt
example

5

small column
C360x180

1203

1511

950

elevator can be
added if needed

glass wall with curtain
(thick steel plates are
used for walls and doors
if it is an anti-terrorist
darkroom)

passenger elevator

car clear 1600*1500

1515

French window
860x2185
3-paned hollow
ultra-clear glass

700

405

X

power

'
5

1660

1050

680

well

495

4DPOEP(

floor area 31.39m2
carpet area 23.50m2
balcony area 2.99m2

'

The floor slabs and
beams are folded
during transportation.
Room width will be
doubled on site after
installation

480

maid room or store
room ( air conditioned
with fresh air)

8

small balcony
(optional)
1110x1000

laundry room

750

2223

75
8

75
3658
12190

5

2920

'

7 860 7

1110

1060
Oily
smoke well

280
380

750

Medium apt
example

1805

Oily
smoke well

2092

Laminated glass

folding
door

2920

interior wall
galvalume steel plate
sandwiched with rock wool
white PE paint

cold / hot water

2068

7 860 7

tea/water service table
reverse osmosis water

936

interior wall
galvalume steel plate
sandwiched with rock wool
white PE paint

'

floor area 136.71m2
carpet area 119.41m2
balcony area 5.98m2
bay window area 1.89m2

921

car clear 1600*1500

5

.BQU%

2460

passenger elevator

floor area 31.39m2
carpet area 23.50m2
balcony area 2.99m2

8

fresh air system

527 75
1392

floor area 67.76m2
carpet area 59.17m2
balcony area 2.99m2
bay window area 1.89m2

3830

car clear 1600*1500

2838
3392

8

air conditioner

passenger elevator

4BQU'

5

hot water tank

1643

)PUFM'

floor area 28.23m2
carpet area 22.48m2
bay window area 1.89m2

'

long beam
ƶ270x220

1660

fixed floor and
fixed beam

2574

225

power well

long beam

exterior wall 220 (thickness)
rock wool heat insulation
exterior panel δ0.7
galvalume steel plate
white fluorocarbon paint

AC outdoor unit

5

small window 776x500
3-paned hollow ultra-clear
glass window
openable

When BROAD Clean Fresh Air Machine is used,
100% fresh air, filtering PM2.5 by 99.9%

4-paned glass windows, 22cm rock wool for exterior walls.
Ventilation through fresh air machine isolates indoor noise from outside

)PUFM#

2 bay windows 1477x1785
4-paned hollow ultra-clear glass
exterior shade and interior shade
operable windows are available.

Each type only takes a symmetrical azimuth to give an example

panel:δ1.5
core tube:Φ51x0.4

100 times cleaner
than outdoor air
Completa isolation

"Nearly Zero Energy Building Standard" and "EU Passive House
Standard" are adopted
90% higher energy efficiency (A/C noise level reduced by 90%)

'

The thickness of
columns and beams
are configurated per
height requirements
column δ4~δ24

More comfort,
lower consumption

B9 Tower-type
Building

A4.5 Plate-type Building

Solar rooftop
with laminated
clear glasses is
accessible

Large space of non bearing structure (11.7x4.8m), walls, doors
and windows can be removed or revised after completion

2838
4255

floor slab: BROAD stainless steel
B-CORE slab(thickness: 150)

Comfort &
Less comfort,
energy efficiency higher consumption

Flexible

1000-year life span,a generational legacy
recyclable after disposal.
Ductile material, extremely earthquake resistance

75

The whole building is of stainless
steel structure inclusive column,
beam, floorslab, balcony,window
frame,stairs, rooftop and guardrail

Limited space of non bearing structure (The length and
width: generally less than 4m) no alteration allowed after
back wall and door completion

Quality is ensured; zero pollution during construction;
short construction time , 3F/ day

Stainless steel

75
2102
13 1069 7 860 7
11990

Holon Building Structure Illustrations

50-year life span,waste family assets and human resources,
The earth is stuffed with construction waste after buildings
are disposed.Brittle materials, buildings collapse easily in
case of earthquakes

Holon

Factory made

13 206 13

6

Hard to control quality; heavy construction pollution;
Long construction period; the delivery time is hard to cont

3636
2574

5

Site work

23980

4

Method

2015

1

225

Holon Building adopts European passive house and
nearly zero energy building standards.
Compared with traditional buildings, Holon Building cut
air conditioning cost and enjoy 90% less CO2 emissions,
BROAD Fresh Air System which supplies 100% filtered fresh
air is equipped, indoor PM2.5 is filtered and is 100 times
cleaner than that outdoors, and prolongs life drastically.

From 2022, eventually something
came into being on the earth:
A housing which satisfies
human needs physically and
psychologically,
An asset which can be value
preserved and appreciated for future
generations,
A pathway which avoids rocks and
sands being excavated for concrete,
A solution which stops construction
wastes from stuffing the earth,
An approach which achieves
"world carbon neutrality" fast and
consistently.

75

Note: Dimension unit: mm

unmarked dimension is the repeated one

4876

4876

13 740 8

2275
75
935 7 740 13
2574
121
2438
21942

190
4689
4655
13 740 10 776 10 740 13
13
2574
4876
121
4876

225 room size
window and wall size
2281
module size
overall size

B-CORE BRIDGE
Preventing Expressways From Cutting Apart The Nature

· Safe and dependable: Through hot air copper brazing, BROAD B-CORE slab has a stronger welding surface than that of
the base material, which is exceptionally fatigue resistant and has passed 2.5 million fatigue load tests. B-CORE bridges
are designed to withstand the occasional passage of 150-Ton overloaded trucks based on Chinese conditions.

· Rapid construction: As the bridge components are prefabricated and connected through bolt connection onsite, the
construction time is more than tenfold reduced. The extremely light weight makes it simple to build multi-level bridges.
Additionally, the possibility to change the existing bridges is expected to eradicate the world's perennial problem of
urban traffic congestion.
· Extremely low cost: the bridge is expected to cost 20-50% less than conventional concrete and steel structure bridges,
allowing it to totally replace ground roads while protecting land and ecology.

Specification List
Double-layer road bridge

Type

Code

Two-way 4 Lanes
Two-way 6 Lanes

20V24/20V36
28V24/28V36

1 Lane
2 Lanes

6V12/6V24
10V24/10V36

Pier

Φ530x6/Φ700x10
Φ800x12/Φ1000x16

Vertical Grider

Transversal Grider
(4m interval)
700x133/1300x219 400x120/600x120
1400x219/1800x325 700x120/900x150

Φ1000x16/Φ1200x20 1400x219/1800x325 700x120/900x150
Φ1000x16/Φ1200x24 1400x219/1900x325 700x120/1000x150

Double-layer 2 Lanes 6V60x2/6V72x2
Φ1000x20/Φ1200x24 1000x159/1200x159 500x120/500x120
Double-layer 4 Lanes 10V60x2/10V72x2 Φ1100x24/Φ1200x30 1200x159/1300x159 700x120/700x120
Double-layer 6 Lanes 14V60x2/14V72x2 Φ1200x30/Φ1300x30 1300x159/1400x159 800x120/800x120

Note: The cost depends the on-site condition and topography
5ZQJDBMTFDUJPO

40ft container can load
240m2 bridge structure
(pier, beam, plate)

5XPXBZ-BOFT

$SBTICBSSJFS

#JUVNJOPVTQBWFNFOU
#$03&4MBC )
5SBOTWFSTBM(SJEFS

Double-decker elevated highway

5SVTTTUSJOHFS
4JOHMFMBZFS
4UBOEBSE4QBON

%PVCMFMBZFS
4UBOEBSE4QBON

%PVCMFMBZFSTVTQFOTJPOCSJEHF

Double-layer suspension bridge

4UBOEBSE4QBO_N

Steel Consum
kg/m2
248/290
311/377

Unit: mm
Cost (100million
RMB/km)
0.48~0.72
0.72~1.08

351/363
334/359
335/353

0.96~1.44
1.44~2.16
2.34~3.51

300/360
291/340

1.44~2.16
1.92~2.88

B-CORE VEHICLE
Making Vehicles As Light As Airplanes And Less Transportation Pollution

· Completely lightweight: the body is made of stainless steel B-CORE slab, which is predicted to be 30~70%
lighter and substantially more energy efficient than a conventional body.
· Stable driving: the vehicle's center of gravity is lowered due to the lightweight, making it more stable and
safer than traditional cars.
· Durable and less waste: the body is made of stainless steel, which doesn't rust, thereby reducing the
automobile waste on a global scale.
· Low production cost: as the B-CORE slab does not need a keel frame, lining plate, or pressing
reinforcement, the assembly line process is significantly simplified.

Note: BROAD will only serve as a material supplier to provide B-CORE slabs for vehicle manufactures

VACUUM HYPERLOOP
Fulfilling The Dream Of The Time Tunnel With Intercontinental Transportation

The speed of traditional high-speed trains is limited to 350 km/h due to wind resistance, which consumes large amounts
of electricity. Vacuum Hyperloop can reduce wind resistance by 99.9% and eliminate noise and vibration caused by air
friction. Magnetic levitation (maglev) system used in Vacuum Hyperloop eliminates frictional noise and wear on highspeed rail wheels, allowing trains to reach extremely high speeds (e.g.7,000 km/h). Most importantly, due to the low
wind resistance, the energy consumption of Vacuum Hyperloop is 70~80% lower than that of the high-speed trains.
Vacuum Hyperloop transport passengers at a fast, stable and safe speed. Goods transportation is of great economic and
carbon reduction benefits. Therefore, Vacuum Hyperloop are expected to completely replace the existing long-distance
transportation of more than 3,000 km, guaranteeing the realization of global carbon neutrality by 2050-2060.

BROAD proposed the Vacuum Hyperloop Project in 2011, and cooperated with the team of Professor Li Jie from National
University of Defense Technology (NUDT) in 2016 to officially start the research and development. In 2018, the project
applied for the Vacuum Maglev Train Test Line Project of Changsha Municipal Science and Technology Commission.
The second-phase project acceptance was completed in September, 2021. The project will be completed in May, 2022.
The future plan is to spend 4 years and invest 10-12 billion yuan to develop and complete the first “test line” of 50km,
testing the speed of 3,000 km/h and commercial operation conditions. Another 3 years will be spend on the completion
of the 5,000km "running line", finishing the speed verification of 7,000km/h and starting commercial operation.

Research&development Team
No. Category

Main Research
Unit

Core Competence

2

BROAD GROUP

Invention of ultra-strong, negative pressure resistant stainless steel slab, with double-vacuum sealing
performance and segmented jacket leak detection conditions.

1

Systematic
solution

3

Vacuum
manufacturing

4

5

tunnel body

train body

6

7

8

9

10

11

Magnetic levitation

Tunnel system

Vacuum
Maintenance
Train Body
System

Gate System

Maglev System
Power System

Control System

Security System
Pier System

BROAD GROUP

BROAD GROUP

BROAD GROUP

BROAD GROUP

BROAD GROUP
NUDT

NUDT

Strong culture of energy saving and innovation. Solid awareness of safety, reliability and durability. All
of its hundreds of innovations in 33 years are successful.
30-year manufacturing experience of tens of thousands of vacuum equipment (the largest scale in the
world): non-electric air conditioners. The invention the world's largest vacuum welding furnace.

30-year experience of vacuum leakage-proof, leakage detection, leakage filling capacity and pumping in
more than 80 countries, 365 days a year and 24 hours a day.
30-year experience in vacuum container and indoor air quality, and 12-year experience in mechanical
and electrical engineering, fire protection and decoration of factory-made buildings.
30-year experience in vacuum sealing structures and sealing materials (including storage doors,
hatches, emergency exits, tunnel gates and tunnel shifting devices)

The institute with the most comprehensive R&D capacity of maglev train in China. Undertaking the
maglev project of Beijing "S1 Line" and Changsha "Airport-High-speed Railway Station Connecting line"
Research groups of electromagnetic field analysis, propulsion and power supply, compatible with
maglev transportation technology.

NUDT

Research groups of levitation control, operation control, signal detection, vehicle and circuit,
compatible with maglev transportation technology.

Professional
Companies

Road and Bridge
Design Institute

Choose the best terror prevention, geological disaster, climate disaster research institutions and video
technology companies.
Choose the design institute that is familiar with steel structure and has already undertaken the design
and construction management of large road and bridge projects.

Comparison of long-distance Transportation
Item

Vacuum Train

High-speed Train

Airplane

9

38

165

Cruising Speed(km/h)

7000

Security

High

Operating carbon emissions
(kg/ 1000 km/person)
Construction investment

About 150 billion RMB /1000km

350

High

About 129 billion RMB / 1000 km

900

Low
-

B-CORE SHIP
Build Unsinkable Ships, Permits Large Ships To Navigate In Inland Waterway

· Safety: As the B-CORE slab has a density less than half that of water and a weight 15 times lighter than
steel, it won't sink even in case of capsizing.
· Durability: The ship hull is entirely made of stainless steel, which has a low maintanence cost and
guarantees an extremely long lifespan.

· Low price: The superior mechanical property of the B-CORE slab allows extremely low steel consumption.
The cost of building a stainless steel ship will be comparable to that of constructing a conventional carbon
steel ship.
· Light weight: The ship has a lightweight and flat bottom, and its shallow draft enable it to navigate in
inland waterways. The energy consumption is drastically reduced.
25,000-Ton container ship

100,000-Ton container ship

100,000-Ton container ship

· Expansion: Multiple ships can be assembled to construct a large offshore platform (a truss is to be erected
on the platform to enhance integral rigidity).

20,000-Ton cargo-liner

Mobile city with an area of 1.15km2
(length:2912m, width: 394m)

Note: BROAD will only serve as a material supplier to provide B-CORE slabs for ship manufactures

B-CORE PLANE
Making planes lighter and stronger to guarantee
reduced carbon emissions and a safer flight

· Lighter: Use the B-CORE slab directly as the fuselage and wing, eliminating
the need for a metal frame and keel frame, which is expected to reach
ultimate lightweight and exponentially reduce energy consumption.
· Safer: Elongation rate of stainless steel B-CORE slab is 40% , at least 10
times greater than that of high-strength aluminum alloy and carbon fiber,
providing greater impact and fatigue resistance.

Example: Comparison on Boeing 787-10 (estimated)
Item

Empty Weight

Passenger Capacity

Total Capacity of
Passenger and Cargo

Oil Capacity

Maximum Take-off
Weight

The exterior outline
dameter of the
cabin's is 5760mm

Note: BROAD is only a material supplier, providing B-CORE slabs for plane manufacturers

Existing
Technology

119 tons

330 people

28 tons

107 tons

254 tons

B-CORE Slab

82 tons

500 people

65 tons

107 tons

254 tons

Note: since the aircraft
trial production has not
been carried out, the
content of this paper is
only theoretical analysis
and needs to be verified

THE BENEFITS OF B-CORE SLAB
Technological Benefits

1. Optimal mechanical structure
2. Huge size
3. Low cost fabrication makes
B-CORE slab the last lightweight structural material

Social Benefits

1. Can be passed down as a
generational legacy
2. Superb seismic performance
for buildings, roads & bridges.
Ultra safe vehicles, ships and
aircraft.
3. Transforming the world's
construction & transportation
industry from the foundation

BUILD
EVERLASTING
CIVILIZATION

Investment Benefits

1. Inviolable B-CORE patents
2. Brazing equipment
under long-term strict
confidentiality management
3. The world's biggest market
shares (refers to equity
investment & industry circle
investment)

Environment Benefits

1. Annual carbon reduction of
building: 90 kg/m2, equivalent
to planting 5 trees
2. Vehicles, ships and planes to
save energy exponentially

